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Overview

1. Many Wikivoyage projects such as English and Russian, 
use page wide banners at the start of every article.

2. These banners add visual and aesthetic appeal to their 
pages.

3. http://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/Wikivoyage:
Banner_Expedition lists the details
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These banners were originally rendered using a in-wiki template and had a few 
shortcomings:

1. Banners were not responsive, causing a heavy load on mobile devices.
2. Banners were not compatible with Extension:MobileFrontend, responsible for 

Wikipedia mobile view.
3. Banners were not uniform across different Wikivoyage projects.
4. Multiple level Table of contents were not possible using template.



What the extension solved?
1. The large-size banners were made responsive using “srcset” feature of 

browsers.
2. The Table Of Contents now supports multilevels for articles.
3.  Different Wikivoyage projects now avail a uniform functionality to render 

banners.
4. Additionally, banners support a feature to focus selected areas of banners 

when it is too large to fit.
5. Better integration with Extension:MobileFrontend so that mobile users have a 

better experience.



Features supported
http://mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:WikidataPageBanner lists all the major features 
supported by the extension:

1. Can render the same banner on all pages if needed to show a universal one.
2. Can render custom banners on each page.
3. Can fetch banners from Wikidata properties, E.g. Wikidata property P948.
4. Supports focusing large banners on specific areas.
5. Supports the use of icons on banners for adding visual qualifications.
6. Supports adding page title on banners.
7. Supports a horizontal Table of contents within the banner.
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Users
The extension is currently deployed on English and Russian Wikivoyage projects 
which were the target communities.

Due to its mobile-compatibility, it is also being adopted to display banners on 
mobile.



Demo of banner used on mobile articles
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